Determinants of intention to use the mobile banking apps: An extension of the classic TAM model
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Abstract  For financial institutions mobile banking has represented a breakthrough in terms of remote banking services. However, many customers remain uncertain due to its security. This study develops a technology acceptance model that integrates the innovation diffusion theory, perceived risk and trust in the classic TAM model in order to shed light on what factors determine user acceptance of mobile banking applications. The participants had to examine a mobile application of the largest European bank. In the proposed model, an approach to external influences was included, theoretically and originally stated by Davis et al. (1989). The proposed model was empirically tested using data collected from an online survey applying structural equation modeling (SEM). The results obtained in this study demonstrate how attitude determine mainly the intended use of mobile apps, discarding usefulness and risk as factors that directly improve its use. Finally, the study shows the main management implications and identifies certain strategies to reinforce this new business in the context of new technological advances.
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Determinantes de la intención de uso de las aplicaciones de banca para móviles: una extensión del modelo TAM clásico

Resumen  Para las entidades financieras la banca para móviles ha representado una innovación en términos de servicios de banca remota. Sin embargo, muchos clientes siguen considerando incierta su seguridad. Este estudio desarrolla un modelo de aceptación tecnológica que integra, en el modelo TAM clásico, la teoría de la difusión de la innovación, el riesgo percibido y la confianza, a fin de clarificar qué factores determinan la aceptación de las aplicaciones de banca.
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Introduction mobile banking & mobile commerce

Online banking services

Banks are considered highly dynamic business entities that, joined in a global network, offer better conditions to those clients who decide to use online banking services (Muñoz-Leiva, Sánchez-Fernández, & Luque-Martínez, 2010). This sector, as in many others, converts the Internet and mobile applications or apps into the most effective channel for offering banking products and services to clients. As a consequence, we are witnessing an increasingly competitive banking sector with increasingly demanding clients (Shaikh & Karjaluoto, 2015).

Since electronic banking first appeared, Web apps have gained rapid popularity due to the advantages they offer banking entities in terms of comfort and ease when performing client transactions, increasing market coverage and service quality. In contrast to traditional banking activities, online banking provides more features and functionalities at a lower cost (Laukkanen, 2007).

Online banking and mobile apps of financial entities allow users to, among other advantages, access their accounts from any location and at any time. Such accessibility represents an advantage over traditional banks. Despite all of this, it is important to highlight that the number of clients that operate through online banking has not increased as much as it was expected. Aspects such as the lack of differentiation between banks, lack of trust in the system, impersonal treatment or lack of security have caused reluctance from many customers to use such tools (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2010).

According to a recent study by Price Waterhouse1 conducted in 2013 involving 157 managers for technology and systems for financial institutions in 14 major markets in America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific, the weight of digital channels in retail banking will grow significantly in the coming years. The number of mobile banking (or m-banking) users will increase by 64% until 2016; and those who make purchases through social networks and use online banking will also significantly increases, 56% and 37% respectively. This situation will be detrimental to other traditional channels such as bank branches and telephone banking, whose users will fall by 25% and 13% respectively. However, they will not disappear and they will continue to have an important role focused on the most complex banking.

In light of the above, the banking sector has not been immune to the development of mobile apps. In this context, Lee, McGoldrick, Keeling, and Doherty (2003) stated or m-banking apps to be an innovation that could become one of m-commerce’s value-added apps. Zhou, Lu, and Wang (2010) defined m-banking as the use of mobile devices such as cell phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs) to access banking networks via the wireless application protocol (WAP). And finally, Luo, Li, Zhang, and Shim (2010) describe it as an innovative method for accessing banking services via a channel whereby the customer interacts with a bank via a mobile device. Upon considering these definitions, we propose to define mobile banking as a remote service (via mobile phone, PDAs, tablets, etc.) offered by financial entities to meet the needs of their customers.

Regarding researches exploring mobile banking apps (for smartphones) and their rate of adoption, it is worth noting that this study only found a few previous research studies approaching the most significant antecedents regarding users’ intention to use of said apps (see Table 1). Hwang, Lee, Ooi, and Wei (2015) suggested that apps which are easy to use would attract consumers to use them; furthermore, the significant and positive association between effort expectancy and ease of use had also been confirmed, and finally consumers’ perception on the usefulness of apps
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would directly influenced by the user-friendliness of the apps. On one hand, Harrison (2015) suggested that perceived compatibility had the strongest effect on behavioral intention; and on the other hand, credibility, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence, ordered by their effect size, significantly influence attitude toward mobile banking, which in turn influenced behavioral intention. Finally, Hsu and Lin (2016) suggested that stickiness and social identification significantly influence a user's intention to make in-app purchases.

Furthermore, despite recent and different extensions of the Davis et al.'s (1989) Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), just a few studies have focused on the factors that influence the acceptance of these mobile apps from a holistic approach integrating several principles associated with the theory of trust, risk and social image (e.g. Liébana-Cabanillas, 2012; Liébana-Cabanillas, Sánchez-Fernández, & Muñoz-Leiva, 2014a, 2014b) or social influences or subjective norms (Bashir & Madhavaiah, 2015; Sellitto, 2015; Slade, Dwivedi, Piercy, & Williams, 2015).

In order to fill this gap, the present paper proposes a conceptual model that integrates the main determining variables regarding user behavior related to the adoption of an innovative technology in online banking. The article, using the TAM model as a framework and its subsequent extensions, aims to model the m-banking user behavior through the relationships that exist between different variables such as: social image, usefulness, user-friendliness, trust, intention to adopt the technology, etc. These relationships between variables will be explained in detail in next section.

With regard to the structure, this article consists of these sections: the next section refers to the conceptual framework that will support the research hypotheses; the subsequent sections correspond to the empirical research; and the final section extracts the main findings, and contributions and limitations arising from the research.

Scientific literature review, research hypothesis

In the next paragraphs, the theoretical framework of the proposed research will be summarized, specified in the context of a behavioral model. The literature review and the use of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as a starting point have led to the development of a behavioral model that explains the process of adoption of m-banking apps among potential users.

Hypotheses for research related to the TAM

In order to analyze the user behavior regarding the adoption of innovative technology, several behavioral decision theories and intentional models have been developed by scientific literature over the last four decades. According to the aim of this study, and due to the relevance regarding the explanation of online consumer behavior, we have used these attitudinal models and theories based on Social Psychology, such as the Technology Acceptance Model, or TAM (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). The TAM model, was designed based on the Theory of Reasoned Action, or TRA (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) with the aim of making predictions on acceptance and use of new information technologies and systems, by identifying the features that drive success for company’s information systems and their adaptability to work-related needs (Davis et al., 1989).

These attitudinal models are based on the benefits provided by information systems, eliminating the negative traits of its use. The models are based on describing the characteristics of the information processes that lead to intentions to either accept or reject a technological innovation.

The TAM has been regarded as the most robust, parsimonious and influential model in innovations acceptance behavior (Davis et al., 1989; Pavlou, 2003), and therefore, we consider this theoretical model as a base for the purpose of the present study. The TAM model states attitude toward use of new technology as a construct explained by two perceived variables: usefulness and ease of use.

Perceived ease of use is defined as: ‘the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort within an organizational context’ (Davis et al., 1989: 985). The approximation to this construct is based on measures to determine how systems allow you to perform tasks faster, increase productivity, performance and work efficiency. The effect of perceived ease of use on attitude has been shown in various studies applied to different contexts (Chau & Lai, 2003; Hernández, 2010). It was also found that this construct has a positive impact on attitude toward mobile social network games (Park, Baek, Ohm, & Chang, 2014); and according to Ha, Yoon, and Choi (2007) on attitude toward mobile games. Considering these fundamentals, we have formulated the following hypothesis:

H1. The ease of use of the proposed m-banking apps has a positive impact on the users’ attitude toward it.

In addition, it was found that ease of use has a positive impact on usefulness of virtual communities (Hsu & Lu, 2007), in the electronic banking sector (Aldás, Lassala, Ruiz, & Sanz, 2011; Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2012; Liébana-Cabanillas, Muñoz-Leiva, & Rejón-Guardia, 2013), or in the case of mobile games applications (Ha et al., 2007). Thus:

H2. The ease of use of the proposed m-banking apps has a positive impact on its perceived usefulness.

Since the original TAM, perceived usefulness has been applied to a wide range of ITS to measure innovation performance for job, life and study (Liu & Li, 2011). According to Davis (1989), perceived usefulness can be defined as: ‘the degree to which a person believes that using a specific system will increase his or her job performance’ (p. 985). On several occasions, perceived usefulness has also been seen as a perceived relative advantage; for this reason, Rogers (2003) considers a similar construct named ‘relative advantage’ defined as ‘the way it is perceived as being better than its predecessor’.

In our study, this variable is relevant since mobile applications of banks are considered innovative within online banking, and the usefulness provided consumers is closely related to the advantages that it offers.
Several studies have demonstrated the direct relationship between perceived usefulness and attitude (Muñoz et al., 2012; Aboelmaged & Gebba, 2013; Krishnan, Khin, Teng, & Chinna, 2016). Although also with the intention to use (Gu, Lee, & Suh, 2009; Jeong & Yoon, 2013; Ko, Kim, & Lee, 2009; Kulvivat et al., 2007; Liu & Li, 2011; Zhang & Mao, 2008). In connection with the above, we state the following hypotheses:

**H3.** Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on users’ attitude toward the proposed m-banking apps.

Studies related to the effects of perceived usefulness in the field of new technologies present different results. Some studies support the significant and positive effect of this construct on intention to use (Pham & Ho, 2015), while others do not show significant results for this relationship (Li, Liu, & Heikkilä, 2014).

In this sense, we consider it even more important to contrast this hypothesis since the use of m-banking apps is still considered an innovation within existing payment systems and the usefulness it provides to the consumer will be closely related to its adoption.

Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

**H4.** Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on the intention of use of the proposed m-banking apps.

Furthermore, both the TRA and TAM have shown that attitude is an essential antecedent to intentions when it comes to developing a particular behavior. According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), attitude can be defined as a multidimensional construct, consisting of three dimensions: cognitive (experience, beliefs and opinions), affective or emotional (feelings, emotions and subjective evaluations) and a conative or behavioral dimension (intention to purchase, respect to purchase and response to rejection).

The main criticism received by this concept revolves around the fact that most consumers respond to the emotional component, without giving much importance to the rest, which complicates the measurement of consumer attitudes. It is for this reason that the multidimensional concept is abandoned in favor of a one-dimensional concept, so that the cognitive and conative compounds are relocated outside the attitude concept; the first as beliefs or knowledge and the second as intention (Alcántara, 2012).

According to our research, it is expected that attitude facilitates transactions and serve to reduce barriers toward the adoption of innovation (Pavlou, 2002; Liébana-Cabanillas et al., 2014a). It is also expected to favor intended use of the proposed mobile application (Saghañ, Moghaddam, & Aslani, 2016). According to the above, we have proposed the following hypothesis:

**H5.** Users’ attitude toward using the proposed m-banking apps has a positive effect on their intention of using it.

Shaikh and Karjaluoto (2015) performed a systematic review of literature on m-banking adoption published from January 2005 to March 2014, concluding that the TAM model and its adaptations is the most employed in published works. In this vein, we have focused our study on the original TAM model considered the most relevant, although we have also included the following external influences: social image, trust and perceived risk.

**Extension of the TAM: social image, trust and perceived risk**

According to Goffman (1967) social image is a desired social value that each person creates through interaction with others. In our research, social image is important because innovation can provide users with a sense of uncertainty about the consequences of consumption, and therefore, users may choose to seek advice from others for opinions and personal experiences.

Social image is associated with factors such as respect, honor, status, reputation, credibility, competence, social connection, loyalty, trust, feeling proud/ashamed, etc. (Bao et al., 2003). Lin and Bhattacherjee (2010) defined social image as the "extent to which users may derive respect and admiration from peers in their social network as a result of their IT usage." In order to keep a distinct social image, the presence of other people surrounding the user to reinforce or reject said image becomes necessary (White et al., 2004). Therefore, social image is capable of influencing the ease of use of advanced mobile services (López-Nicolás, Molina-Castillo, & Bouwman, 2008). As a consequence to the above mentioned, we propose the following hypotheses:

**H6.** Social image has a positive effect on the ease of use of m-banking apps.

Furthermore, social image is capable of inducing the usefulness of mobile data services and 3G adoption, as it is founded in previous studies (Hong & Tam, 2006; Chong, Ooi, Lin, & Bao, 2012; respectively). Thus, we propose the next:

**H7.** Social image has a positive effect on the usefulness of m-banking apps.

In this regard, social image is also expected of being capable of directly influencing the attitude toward mobile services (Grandón, Nasco, & Mykytyn, 2011; Liang, 2016; Schierz, Schilke, & Wirtz, 2010). Therefore:

**H8.** Social image has a positive effect on attitudes toward m-banking apps.

Trust has been widely studied and its definitions are numerous. Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub (2003b) defined trust as "the expectation that other individuals or companies with whom one interacts will not take undue advantage of a dependence upon them" (p. 308). Traditionally, trust has been formed by two basic components: a cognitive component that defines trust as "the belief that the other party’s word or promise is reliable and the party will fulfill its obligations in an exchange relationship" (Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987: 18; Schurr & Ozanne, 1985: 940); and a behavioral component that is defined as the willingness or desire to follow a particular pattern of behavior, which determines the success rate of acceptance of the innovation (Liébana-Cabanillas et al., 2014b: 154).

The generation of trust has been considered a decisive factor in stimulating purchases over the Internet (Gefen, Rao, & Tractinsky, 2003a; Gefen et al., 2003b). The reason for such importance lies in the fact that, in the absence of any practical guarantee, the consumer cannot be certain that the seller will not resort to undesirable, opportunistic behavior, such as violation of privacy, unauthorized use of credit card information, unequitable pricing or access to unauthorized transactions (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). The consumer will therefore be affected by a sense of insecurity and concern about the privacy and control of his or her personal information. Generation of trust can compensate this concern about security and privacy (Rifon, LaRose, & Choi, 2005) and so companies with electronic commerce seek feasible, efficient means of increasing perceived trust and, thereby, their traffic and sales (e.g., Stewart, 2003). Therefore, we propose a relationship between trust and risk, being the second one a consequence of the first one (Harris, Brookshire, & Chin, 2016; Slade et al., 2015). Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H9. Perceived trust in the proposed m-banking app has a negative effect on users’ perceived risk toward it.

In our research, trust is proposed as an antecedent to ease of use, based on the idea that trust reduces the need to understand, control and monitor the situation, facilitating the use of the tool for the user without much effort. In the context of the Internet, authors like Pavlou (2002, 2003) and Bounagui and Nel (2009) have identified a positive relationship between trust and ease of use. Thus:

H10. Perceived trust in the proposed m-banking app has a positive effect on the ease of use of it.

Other studies have also shown a positive relationship between trust and attitude (Agag and El-Masry, 2016; Chauhan, 2015), as well as between trust and risk (Park & Tussyadiah, 2016; Pavlou, 2003). Therefore:

H11. Perceived trust in the proposed m-banking app has a positive effect on users’ attitude toward it.

Lastly, perceived risk was initially approached by Bauer (1960) through the analysis of two factors: uncertainty (lack of consumer knowledge regarding the possible outcome of a certain transaction) and the possible negative consequences derived from the purchasing procedure (transaction). The same author also stated later on that any given user behavior is associated with a particular risk since the consequences of said behavior cannot be properly assessed beforehand (Bauer, 1967). Also, Gerrard and Cunningham (2003) approached the same concept as “the uncertainty about what the innovation gives” (p. 19); and Gupta and Kim (2010) as “a customer’s perception of the uncertainty and adverse consequences of conducting transactions with a vendor” (p. 19). Perceived risk constitutes a multidimensional construct built from several different factors explaining the overall risk associated with the adoption of a certain innovation, purchase or service (Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Aldás et al., 2011), as we have defined in this research.

Various studies have revealed that perceived risk negatively influences attitude (Zimmer et al., 2010) and, therefore, intention of adopting e-commerce (Crespo & del Bosque, 2010; Herrero & San Martín, 2012) and remote or mobile payment systems (Liébana-Cabanillas et al., 2014a; Liébana-Cabanillas, Muñoz-Leiva, & Sánchez-Fernández, 2017; Slade et al., 2015). In our research, perceived risk is crucial since it is considered an antecedent of intention to use. Therefore, we propose this research hypothesis:

H12. The perceived risk of the proposed m-banking apps has a negative effect on users’ intention of using it.

Fig. 1 summarizes our proposed model.

Methodological aspects

Sampling procedure

As for the methodological aspects of research applied to carry out the experience, a web study was applied that consisted of the viewing of an explanatory video of the mobile application of Banco Santander (Fig. 2), which described the tool’s operation, features and advantages. At the end of the video, we proceeded to gather answers from an online questionnaire designed in Google Docs sent to a random selection of subjects who either had used a mobile banking app or were familiar with it. The invitation to the online survey was conducted by email due to its high social impact and therefore faster response.

According to the last report published by Price Waterhouse Coopers (2013) on “Global insights and actions for Banks in the digital age”, the number of mobile banking users will increase by 64% by 2016. In the same line, the data gathered by Tecnocron Report (2012) show that Spain’s user base increased by 113% between 2011 and 2012, reaching almost 6 million users. These data collected is similar to the information found in the Tecnocron Report (2012), which points out that 15.1% of Spanish adults use either a mobile version or a mobile app of their bank’s website. Concerning their environment, according to the ING International Survey on Financial Empowerment in the Digital Era (2013), the Spanish population has the highest use rate of mobile banking among Europeans, ranking only behind Turkey. This is the reason why Banco Santander was selected for this study, since it is the largest Spanish bank in terms of stock capitalization according to the British magazine The Banker (www.thebanker.com) and it occupies the 14th position in the global ranking.

Fieldwork began on August 15, 2014, and ended on August 31, 2014, and participation was entirely voluntary. The final sample was composed of 103 regular users of electronic banking, and obtains a sampling error of 9.66% in the estimation of a proportion, under the assumptions of simple random sampling. The final sample was integrated by 53 male (51.5%) and 50 female (48.5%) participants, with 55 individuals aged in the 18–34 range (53.4%) and 48 (46.6%) aged 35 or older.

Table 2 lists the specifications of the study.

Figure 1 The m-banking adoption model.

Figure 2 Video images shown to subjects. 
Source: Youtube (2012).

Table 2 Technical overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fieldwork</th>
<th>15–31 August 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Potential mobile banking application users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>5.9 billion online banking users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>Convenience sampling method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of survey</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average interview duration</td>
<td>6 min and 18 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size (surveys started)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling errora</td>
<td>9.66%, estimating p = q = 0.5 and trust level of 95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surveys and measurement scales used

The measurement scales used in the online survey were adapted from previous research (Appendix A). Social image was measured based on adaptations of the scales used by Venkatesh and Bala (2008), Venkatesh and Davis (2000) and Moore and Benbasat (1991). The ease of use scale was adapted by studies from Venkatesh and Bala (2008).

The final questionnaire consisted of 22 items. The questions were divided into three sections: 1) questions relating to evaluation; 2) questions relating to the subject of the investigation; and 3) questions relating to sociodemographic data. All these questions correspond to the conceptual theoretical model defined above, collecting the hypothesized relationships. The majority of items (18) presented a graduation according to the Likert-type scales: from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), an item from
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Table 3 Convergent validity and internal consistency analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships between constructs</th>
<th>Standard coefficient</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>PEOU1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU3</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU4</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>PU1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to use</td>
<td>ATT1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATT2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATT3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social image</td>
<td>SI1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SI2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SI3</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>TRU1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk</td>
<td>PR1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PR3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td>IU1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IU2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 (like it) to 7 (don’t like it), another item from 1 (boring) to 7 (interesting); and one last item from 1 (absurd) to 7 (interesting).

The data collected for these measurement scales were subsequently analyzed by the AMOS 18 software.

Research findings

Reliability and validity analysis

First, to measure the reliability of the scales, the Cronbach’s alpha indicator was used, considering the reference value 0.6 (Malhotra, 1997), or to be more restrictive, 0.7 (Nunnally, 1978).

In order to contrast the convergent and divergent validity of the scales, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was subsequently performed. This analysis included all scales of measurement to extract the variance extracted from each one of them, as well as correlations between constructs and their confidence intervals. In particular, the maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) method was used under the resampling technique (bootstrap) with 500 replicates, since the traditional MLE is very sensitive to sample size and requires that the variables follow a multi-normal distribution (Finney & DiStefano, 1996), a fact that did not occur in our sample. In the bootstrap technique, the p-value corrected by Bollen-Stine and the standard error corrections of the constructs were used (West, Finch, & Curran, 1995).

Convergent validity was assessed by the factor loadings of the indicators. It was found that the coefficients were significantly different from zero, and also, that the loads between the latent and observed variables were high in all cases (>0.7). Therefore, we can state that the latent variables adequately explained the observed variables (Del Barrio & Luque, 2012).

Regarding discriminant validity, it was found that the variances were significantly different from zero and also, that the correlation between each pair of scales did not exceed 0.9 (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & William, 1995) or, better yet, 0.8 (Flavián, Guinaliu, & Gurrea, 2004).

Again, the reliability of the scales can be evaluated based on a series of indicators extracted from confirmatory analysis. Indeed, the composite reliability of the construct and the analysis of the variance extracted (AVE) exceeded the threshold used as reference, 0.7 and 0.5, respectively, as well as other indicators of overall fit for the measurement model (Table 3).

Evaluation of the discriminant validity between latent constructs

Having assessed the quality of all proposed measurement scales, we verified if together all latent constructs have discriminant validity, i.e. that the constructs that make up the model are significantly different, since the discriminant validity between the dimensions of a same scale does not guarantee that discriminant validity will have different latent constructs (Luque, 1997).

Discriminant validity occurs when (Muñoz, 2008): 1) the value 1 is not situated in the confidence interval at 95%
for the correlations between the constructs, taken in pairs (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988), 2) the correlation between different pairs of latent variables is less than 0.9 (Hair et al., 1995) and 3) the shared variance between a construct and its measures (extracted variance) exceeds the shared variance between the construct and other constructs of the model (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

In the case of our study, it was found that the correlations between constructs (extracted from the CFA) were not too high, no construct had the value 1 in its confidence intervals and the correlations between indicators were below the root of the extracted variance of each of the constructs taken in pairs of two, which allowed us to conclude that overall there was discriminant validity between the different latent constructs considered.

Discussion of findings: testing the hypotheses and the structural model

After analyzing the reliability and validity of the measurement scales, we proceeded to test the hypotheses derived from previously conducted research, checking previously that the adaptation of the proposed structural equation model (SEM) was reasonably good according to the recommended levels: RMSEA < 0.08, CFI and NFI > 0.85 (Bollen, 1990; Lai & Li, 2005) (Table 4).

To evaluate the SEM, the statistical significance of its structural loads was analyzed. Table 5 and Fig. 3 show the results of the applied structural equation analysis and the results of the research hypotheses.

With regard to relationships, we have to take into account the p-value column corresponding to each variable where the associated p-value less than 0.05 show significant relationships associated (or quasi-significant 0.05-0.10). In our particular case, all relationships are significant except for those produced between usefulness or risk and intention to use (H4 and H12).

First, with respect to the effects of perceived ease of use, we found empirical evidence to support the statements of the hypotheses H1 and H2. Specifically, the importance of the usefulness variable regarding the adoption of the proposed m-banking app is demonstrated through the attitude toward such app (one β = 0.21; p = 0.058), as it was pointed out in research conducted by Chau and Lai (2003) in e-banking context or Hernández (2010) and Muñoz et al. (2012) for travel 2.0 tools. We can also confirm the positive effect of the ease of use on the usefulness of the proposed app (β = 0.61; p = 0.000), as it appeared in researches conducted by Stern, Royne, Stafford, and Bienstock (2008) and Muñoz et al. (2012).

As for the effects of usefulness, empirical evidence is found to accept H3, demonstrating the relevance of usefulness through the attitude of the proposed mobile app (β = 0.46; p = 0.000), as it appeared in research by Wu and Chen (2005) and Muñoz et al. (2012). By contrast, there is no empirical evidence to accept H4 (β = −0.18; p = 0.134), thus failing to demonstrate the importance of usefulness through the intention to use the m-banking.

Regarding the effects of attitude, empirical evidence is found to accept hypothesis H5. Thus, we can confirm the importance of attitude toward intention to use a mobile application (β = 0.88; p = 0.000), as it had been demonstrated in research by Chang and Wu (2012) in the e-commerce context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Goodness-of-fit indicators in the structural model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; RFI, relative fit index; GFI, goodness-of-fit index; AGFI, adjusted goodness-of-fit index; NFI, normed fit index; CFI, comparative goodness of fit; IFI, incremental fit index; TLI, Tucker–Lewis index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Non-standardized coefficients (β) of the models.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>Estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: PEOU → ATT</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: PEOU → PU</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: PU → ATT</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: PU → IU</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: ATT → IU</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: SI → PEOU</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7: SI →</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8: SI → ATT</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9: TRU → PR</td>
<td>−0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10: TRU → PEOU</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H11: TRU → ATT</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H12: PR → IU</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, there is empirical evidence to accept the referenced hypotheses on the effects of social image (H6–H8).

Also, the importance of social image through the use of the m-banking app proposal \( (β = 0.24, \ p = 0.003) \) is shown, as noted in researches of Rouibah and Abbas (2011) and Zhang, Yue, and Kong (2011). It is also proven the importance of social image on ease of use \( (β = 0.21; \ p = 0.007) \), as also demonstrated in research by Lu, Yao, and Yu (2005) and Bhatti (2007). The positive effect of social image on attitude toward the proposed application \( (β = 0.19; \ p = 0.006) \) is also confirmed, as stated in previous studies by Taylor and Todd (1995). Moreover, the importance of social image through the usefulness of the proposed mobile application \( (β = 0.24; \ p = 0.003) \) is also shown, as previously noted in studies by Rouibah and Abbas (2011) and Zhang et al. (2011).

As for the effects of trust, empirical evidence exists to accept hypotheses H10 and H11, thus demonstrating the positive effect on the ease of use of the app \( (β = 0.70; \ p = 0.000) \), as shown in research by Pavlou (2002, 2003) and Lin, Shih, and Sher (2007). Also shown is the importance of trust through the attitude \( (β = 0.22; \ p = 0.027) \), as confirmed in studies by Oh et al. (2009) and Alsajjan and Dennis (2010). Also, the negative effect of trust on risk – H9 \( (β = −0.67; \ p = 0.000) \) is confirmed, as stated in research by Pavlou (2003) and Silva-Bidarra, Muñoz-Leiva, and Liébana-Cabanillas (2013).

Finally, there is not empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H12, that is, the negative effect of perceived risk on the intention to use the m-banking application happens in the expected direction, as had been noted in research of Lu, Yang, Chau, and Cao (2011), Huang, Tsay, Huan, Li, and Lai (2011) and Chen (2013), but it is not statistically significant \( (β = −0.12; \ p = 0.104) \).

Final discussion, limitations and future research

Main conclusions.

The research aim of this article is to study those beliefs and behavioral variables that influence the use of mobile banking applications, as well as providing conclusions beyond mere descriptive analysis. To achieve the aim of this study, we have based on the traditional TAM model, to which relevant variables have been added in the adoption of an innovation such as social image, trust or risk associated with the proposed app. For analysis of the proposed theoretical model, an online survey has been launched.

A total of 12 hypotheses were formulated in order to analyze the relationships between the constructs of the proposed theoretical model. Finally, almost all significant assumptions have been proven empirically and statistically significant.

Thus, research and data analysis make several theoretical and practical contributions. First, and after the analyses were done, we found that the attitude, with the strongest effect, determines predisposition to use m-banking apps, as previous studies found out (e.g. Schierz et al., 2010, in mobile payment services).

We have to highlight the positive effect of ease of use on the usefulness of the proposed app, as obtained in research of Aldás et al. (2011) and Muñoz et al. (2012). They also confirmed that trust has a positive effect on the ease of use of the mobile apps, in line with earlier studies (e.g. Pavlou, 2002, 2003; Bounagui & Nel, 2009).

The relationship between perceived usefulness and intention to use is not confirmed, only we can state that the relationship is very weak and without explanatory power in this case. Contrary to the principles of the TAM model,

it has been impossible to demonstrate the positive effect of usefulness on the intention of use of the mobile application. Previous studies reach the same conclusion as in the case of Muñoz-Leiva, Hernández-Méndez, and Sánchez-Fernández (2012), where the display of more complex tools (such as Facebook and Trip Advisor) exerts a greater effect than others that are easier to use, such as a simple blog. Here, an explanation of the lack of effect may be based on the simplicity of the tool and loss of usefulness of these apps when the replacement exists, such as an online version or by Web. These results are also consistent with Jiang, Peng, and Liu (2015); the authors identify usefulness of mobile games as a construct that contribute to improve the life of a person via other aspects as enjoyment or entertainment, which would justify the positive relationship on attitude toward the system.

Even weaker is the relationship between perceived risk and intention of using it. In this respect, this result is in line with recent research applied to different innovations where the user does not consider the risk of using them in the future. In this sense, different studies (e.g. Ruiz Mafé & Tronch, 2007) rejected the influence of risk in all its dimensions analyzed on the intention to purchase distance courses, or Rouibah, Lowry, and Hwang (2016) in the field of adoption of mobile payments under a cross-cultural study comparing the Italian and Chinese population on intentions to seek and share health information on social media. From our point of view, the experience in this type of tools improves the intention of use, being perceived by the user as a technology with a low risk exposure and without being determinant in its adoption (Phang et al., 2006).

However, thanks to mobile devices and the breakthrough of ICT, access to mobile banking applications is a fact, thus changing the channel for interaction and engagement between banks and customers. Owing to the relevance and importance of the subject, the results of the study lead to interesting implications when it comes to the spreading of these mobile applications; understanding the adoption or acceptance of such is also important when defining a strategy to attract new users.

With this aim, it is desirable that banks make communication campaigns explaining the advantages achieved with this type of mobile application, in order to make users see the usefulness of them and increase their intention to use via attitude. The extension introduced into the TAM model could also affect the design of communication campaigns trying to obtain increased trust and mitigate risk and uncertainty, characteristics attributable to the application itself and the people who are responsible for their development, maintenance, protection and control.

Managerial implications

Banking companies are well aware that smartphones are becoming the favorite personal devices and gadgets of the Spanish population in particular and the same can be said about the worldwide population for the most part. According to a recent KPMG report (2015), by 2019 it is expected that more than 1800 million of users will be interacting with their banking companies through smartphone apps. Regarding this trend, Spain is leading the EU ambit respecting the use of smartphones and other mobile devices to approach financial operations. This new relationship between the user and the financial entity makes the latter feel obliged to analyze and define users’ behavior within this new technological context.

Our study allows different implications for the companies that make up the ecosystem in the banking management of the users. As we have seen, the attitude has a significant, positive and direct effect on the intention to use derived from the usefulness of the analyzed m-banking app, perceived ease of use and social image. This favorable attitude toward the use of the mobile application is the only determinant of the intention, since it has not found significance in the effect of risk and usefulness on it. In this regard, user attitudes will reflect people’s favorable or unfavorable feelings toward a behavior, which implies that attitudes will develop over time as people gain experience. Therefore, financial institutions should promote in a sustained manner the value of this type of services based on: a) the main attributes of mobile banking (Prodanova, San-Martin, & Jiménez, 2015) and b) on future functional and psychosocial benefits (Frambach, Roest, & Krishnan, 2007); such as the development of new services in the apps, the improvement of information and the integration of new social trends (social commerce, Facebook commerce, etc.).

In addition it would be interesting that the apps allow the customization based on user profile and on its requirements, and focusing the effort in actions of CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and cross selling.

On the other hand, we highlight the fact that, in our study both perceived risk and perceived usefulness, do not achieve a significant effect on intention. They are variables that lose their importance due to the experience effect already commented. Those users with experience in mobile apps (banking or not) will reduce their aversion to risk associated with their implementation, improving their perception of usefulness and encouraging their use on a continuous basis over time (O’cass & Fenech, 2003). In a similar sense, it is confirmed that the adoption of mobile services (Ristola, 2010) is conditioned by previous users experience, improving their intention to use (Niemelä-Nyrhinen, 2007).

Despite this, some drivers and barriers analyzed in this research (such as trust, risk or the social image) along with other variables that this research did not approach (such as the level of innovation or the perceived compatibility) will determine users’ adoption and use of this type of mobile applications.

In the near future, m-banking apps will be influenced by significant agreements and relationships that financial entities are nowadays developing. One major factor to be taken into account is Bizum, an instant payment system (it takes 10s or less to complete a transaction) involving users’ own mobile devices; it is expected that, by the last term in 2016, this system will replace a great percentage regarding traditional transfers (which involve 24 digits and would take up to 48 hours to complete). Bank companies will be offering their customers the possibility to connect their mobile telephone number with their bank accounts in order to enable transfers to contacts available in their mobile device. This technology would of course run in accordance of a significant set of security requirements and protocols.

Determinants and future lines of research

This article presents a series of limitations that should be debated and that generate new lines of research for the future. Firstly, limitations were found in the selected sample; participating users in the sample limited the interaction with the tool to the viewing of a video, through which they then answered questions in a survey. In this sense, our research has focused on the measurement of an intention, not on measuring actual behavior. Consequently, our work could be extended in the future with real experience with use of the real tool, making pertinent comparisons between intention and behavior, assessing the possible prior expectations of users and the effects on them once the user has actually interacted with the mobile application.

Furthermore, methodological limitations were also found when conducting research, since the total sample was fairly small. In this regard, we have to remain cautious when generalizing the results of this research since it uses a small-sized sample in order to overcome this limitation, the sample should be extended and/or approaching other modeling tools based on covariance which are more appropriate for samples of this size, such as the partial least square (PLS) modeling technique. Therefore, in future studies, it would be advisable to try to improve the representativeness and thus, the greatest potential for generalization of results from a larger sample nationwide.

Additionally, data collection was carried out using a cross-sectional; future research could be improved by using a longitudinal technique so to allow us to assess the evolution of the predisposition/loyalty after the actual usage.

Future lines of research should study, with the highest possible diligence, other variables that influence on consumer behavior regarding m-banking apps (compatibility with style of using banking services, involvement with new technologies, experience with these tools, etc.), owing to the need, timeliness and originality of the subject.

Also, for future studies, it would be interesting to consider classification variables and then analyze the moderating effect of these characteristics. Variables related to gender, age, social status, experience or user involvement with mobile applications of banks would be good examples, as well as the influence of the type of device, differentiating between smartphones and tablets, among others.

Another possible line of research would be to conduct cross-cultural studies that attempt to validate the model in other countries, taking into account the socio-demographic characteristic traits and cultural differences of different countries of origin of the respondents.
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Appendix A.

Table 4  Questionnaire and name of measurement scales (ID).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Social image</th>
<th>Perceived ease of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S11)</td>
<td>The people around me who use this type of apps have more prestige than those who do not use them</td>
<td>The interaction with Banco Santander’s mobile application is clear and understandable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S12)</td>
<td>The people around me who use these apps have a higher status</td>
<td>(PEOU1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S13)</td>
<td>Using such apps is a status symbol in my environment</td>
<td>Interaction with the app requires mental effort (PEOU2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PEOU3)</td>
<td>The tool is easy to use in general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PEOU4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Perceived usefulness</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perceived usefulness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Banco Santander’s mobile application can help consult and/or conduct my banking transactions (PU1)</td>
<td>Using the mobile application of Banco Santander increased my effectiveness in consulting and/or conducting my banking transactions (PU2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the mobile application of Banco Santander for queries and/or making my banking is an idea that (ATT1)</td>
<td>In general, the mobile application Santander Bank can be useful when consulting and/or conducting my banking transactions (PU3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use the mobile application of Banco Santander for queries and/or making my banking is an idea (ATT2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use the mobile application of Banco Santander for queries and/or doing my banking is an idea (ATT 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Intention to use</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perceived trust</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assuming you have access to the mobile application of Banco Santander, you would intend to use it (IU1)</td>
<td>I think that Banco Santander will maintain the terms and commitments made in relation to the mobile app (TRU1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If I had access to the mobile app Banco Santander over the coming months, I believe that I will use it instead of other systems (IU2)</td>
<td>I think that Banco Santander’s mobile app is reliable (TRU2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In general, I trust Banco Santander’s mobile app (TRU3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Perceived risk</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perceived risk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others may know information about my online transactions if I use this app (PR1)</td>
<td>Others may know information about my online transactions if I use this app (PR1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is a significant risk when making my queries and/or my banking transactions through the mobile app Banco Santander (PR2)</td>
<td>There is a significant risk when making my queries and/or my banking transactions through the mobile app Banco Santander (PR2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I believe that making queries and/or banking transactions with this app is a risky choice (PR3)</td>
<td>I believe that making queries and/or banking transactions with this app is a risky choice (PR3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All variables are Likert scale from 1 to 7.
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